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I L L U S T R A T E D

" Immerse into their imagination, as we are being illustrated"

Presenting to you Illustrated, an exhibition by 6 emerging Indonesian artists from different regions. 

Due to high demand, we conduct another illustration exhibition, with 6 artists all 

having different interpretations and applications of illustration art.

With love,

Chiarobytes



I L L U S T R A T E D

Maeve Anindya

@mevpho

Elle Dhita

@elle.dhita

Shofa Nur Adzijah

@ShfLafiza

Weillen Angel K

@byweillen

Rea Rili Angkasa

@reariliangkasa

Neelam Naden

@studioneelam



Born in Surabaya, Indonesia, Maeve is a self-taught Illustrator. She's an 

Accounting student at Widya Mandala Catholic University and have won a few 

drawing competitions in the past.

Her artworks mostly range on potrait and other illustrations with her own 

unique semi-realistic style. In this exhibition, you will see some of her pieces. 

Although her illustrations are predominantly digital, she also enjoys doing 

traditional sketches.

MAEVE ANINDYA

IG: @mevpho

Email: mevpho@gmail.com



Lisa

Maeve Anindya - @mevpho

25x20 cm

Digital Illustration

2020

inspired from one of Victory Photography's masterpieces, "Lisa" is one of my favourite piece.

ORDER FROM Rp. 50.000      



Zanetta 

Maeve Anindya - @mevpho

25x20 cm

Digital Illustration

2020

inspired from one of Arthurs Photography's masterpieces added a bit of versailles vibe.

ORDER FROM Rp. 50.000      



Velda

Maeve Anindya - @mevpho

75x60 cm

Digital Illustration

2021

"Velda" is one of my customize request.

ORDER FROM Rp. 50.000      



Spotted

Maeve Anindya - @mevpho

25x20 cm

Digital Illustration

2020

inspired from a challenge from Eunicify.Art, I wanted to show that beauty comes from everyone. 

ORDER FROM Rp. 50.000      



Stefanie

Maeve Anindya - @mevpho

25x20 cm

Digital Illustration

2021

 "Stefanie" is one of my customize request. 

ORDER FROM Rp. 50.000      



Someone who's known to draw ever since she was at a young age and loves 

design and the art world, Weillen. She loves anything related to art and 

believes that there is art in everything. Whether it's passing a street sign, 

street art, the environment around us, nature, people in coffee shops, grocery 

shopping or in our daily lives- art surrounds us. Weillen perceives art as 

something that everyone possesses and that art is not only when we are 

making creative works. Inspired by her everyday life and often her trips to 

many places, she draws what she sees and find soothing. 

Weillen started taking design and art related jobs ever since she was in 7th 

grade, when her friend casually asked if she could do a drawing commission 

for them. From then, she met new people through her job. Weillen's love for 

animation and music also led her to have creativity in creating animated 

music videos that are now published on Youtube. To her, creating art should 

come from the artist's heart therefore she loves to work with people who has 

the same vision as her.

WEILLEN ANGEL K

IG: @byweillen

Email: byweillen@gmail.com



Keep Going, Keep On

Weillen Angel K - @byweillen

55x55 cm

Digital Art

2020

Sometimes it rains, sometimes it's bright outside. Keep running, life keeps going.



Childhood Dreams 

Weillen Angel K - @byweillen

55x55 cm

Digital Art

2020

As a kid I like to think deeply about the things I see, I try to understand the deeper meaning in everything. I've always had a lot of dreams ever since I was a kid and this 

illustration is an expression of what I felt as a kid. It's me looking outside full of hope, full of dreams.



Echo 

Weillen Angel K - @byweillen

55x55 cm

Digital Art

2020

Surrounded by many doesn't guarantee good company, only those who truly understand us will fill that hollow.



Happiness

Weillen Angel K - @byweillen

38x41 cm

Digital Art

2020



Under the Same Sky

Weillen Angel K - @byweillen

38x41 cm

Digital Art

2020



Shofa Nur Adzijah (@ShfLafiza) was born in Bengkulu. Currently at age 18, 

Shafa is the 4th child from a total of 6 siblings. Shofa was inspired from her 

daily life, her circle of friendship, and her surroundings. 

Currently, Shofa is widening her knowledge in illustration drawing to be able 

to appreciate all the other illustration artists. It is her privilege to be able to 

join an exhibition for the first time (with Chiarobytes). Thank you Chiarobytes.

SHOFA NUR ADZIJAH

IG: @ShfLafiza

Email: adzijahnur25@gmail.com



Menghargai Setiap Proses

Shofa Nur Adzijah - @shflafiza

4:3 (1024x768)

Ilustrasi Vektor 

2021

Sekecil apapun langkahnya, semesta akan menghargai setiap upaya

FOR SALE - Rp. 250.000



ELLE DHITA

IG: @elle.dhita

Email: elle.dhita@gmail.com

Elle Dhita graduated in 2007 with a Bachelor of Arts in Animation from 

Griffith University, Brisbane; She continued to pursue her study in Master of 

Fine Arts in Animation & VFX — Visual Development and graduated in 2011 

from Academy of Art University, San Francisco. Elle has experienced working 

for a game company in the Bay Area and pursued her freelance career in 

2016.

Details and outlines form the basis of all her illustrations. Elle is constantly 

experimenting and pushing her work, finding new ways to combine her love of 

animals, oriental-inspired drawing and meticulous details with illustration. Her 

illustrations are tailor designed in style to suit each specific brief. Elle mostly 

works digitally, and she has worked for a diverse range of commissioners 

across a wide variety of applications including advertising, packaging and 

design.



Tiger and Eagle

Elle Dhita - @elle.dhita

29.7x21 cm

Digital Painting, Printed on fine art paper with frame

2020

FOR SALE 

Tiger and Eagle are two strong predator creatures. As a symbol, they can represent two powerful leaders, countries, and the relationships between people. Here I 

illustrate them as two creatures who fight for victory.



Hummingbirds

Elle Dhita - @elle.dhita

29.7x21 cm

Digital Painting, Printed on fine art paper with frame

2021

I personally see hummingbirds as the world’s magical and colorful creatures. It is amazing to see such a tiny little bird with a flying abilities like insects. When the male 

hummingbirds try to attract the attention of the female one, he will spread his colorful feather on his neck and flying in front of the female hummingbird. Here is my 

illustration of two hummingbirds with their magical, colorful feathers.

FOR SALE 



Harmony

Elle Dhita - @elle.dhita

50x20 cm

Digital Painting, printed on canvas

2021

The beauty of Japan inspires me to create this piece. The Hokkaido’s red crown crane bird accompanied by koi-fish creature like that both represent fortune and 

longevity. The cool color in this illustration is purposely chosen to give a sense of calmness to the audience.

FOR SALE 



Rea Rili Angkasa (Rea) is an illustrator from Jakarta. She started the journey in 

professional illustration world since 2015. In 2018, she got the chance to 

showcase her artworks in Leeds, England. During her career as an artist, she 

also got the chance to compose the opening title for film “Anak Garuda” in 

2019, it was her most meaningful artwork.

Rea believes we can create impact through artworks. Most of her illustrations 

was inspired from female figures, from her daily life, and from multicultural 

experience. She gave special focus towards female through her artworks.

Rea doesn’t just create artworks, but also sends message through visual. Most 

of her messages were towards gender equality and female courage. Beside 

being an illustrator, Rea is also an architect.

REA RILI ANGKASA

IG: @reariliangkasa

Email: reariliangkasa@yahoo.com



Book of Life

Rea Rili Angkasa - @reariliangkasa

40x30 cm

Digital Illustration

2021



Woman in the Plant World

Rea Rili Angkasa - @reariliangkasa

30x40 cm

Digital Illustration

2021



Joy and Sorrow

Rea Rili Angkasa - @reariliangkasa

30x30 cm

Digital Illustration

2021



Woman Activist

Rea Rili Angkasa - @reariliangkasa

40x30 cm

Digital Illustration

2020



Equality

Rea Rili Angkasa - @reariliangkasa

40x30 cm

Digital Illustration

2020



Woman’s Dream 

Rea Rili Angkasa - @reariliangkasa

30x30 cm

Digital Illustration

2020



Neelam Naden is an Indian-born Indonesian artist, She is the founder of 

Studio Neelam, a graphic design and illustration studio established in 2016. 

She always had a passion to play with colors, when she was twelve it became 

clear that she wanted to be a designer. 

Her art is influenced by her Indian heritage, from the rich colors, the floral 

pattern, and ornaments on architecture. Neelam expresses her feeling and 

what she thinks through illustration. You can see more of her illustration on 

@studioneelam ‘s Instagram.

NEELAM NADEN

IG: @studioneelam

Email: neelamnaden@gmail.com



Cambodian Lion

Neelam Naden - @studioneelam

20x20 cm

Illustration

2020

ORDER FROM Rp. 50.000      

Neelam visited Cambodia in 2019, and it was an amazing experience, ancient temples and ruins with many statues rich with history. This illustration is inspired by an old 

lion statue from Angkor wat temple.  Traditionally fierce to impose respect in this remake it is colorful and playful



Under The Sea

Neelam Naden - @studioneelam

 -

Illustration

2020

ORDER FROM Rp. 50.000      

Neelam is often by the sea as Indonesia is full of islands.  She gets her inspiration from diving and snorkeling. This illustration portrays the journey from the seafloor to 

the deep sea to the beach,  with colorful and magical species.



Colorful Jungle

Neelam Naden - @studioneelam

20x20 cm

Illustration

2020

ORDER FROM Rp. 50.000      

This is a happy illustration from the color pallet, freedom of the animals, the luscious vegetations plants and up to the flowers, everything should bring joy to the child 

within you.



See you next time   Chiaro Bytes © 2021

T H A N K
Y O U


